This paper deals with the CT scanner images quality control, which is an important part of the quality control process of the CT scanner, which consists of making measurement in images of dedicated phantoms.
INTRODUCTION
The main goal of a medical imaging system is to produce images in order to provide more accurate timely and cost effective diagnosis. Producing an image involve many electronic components and massive amounts of data processing, which affects the quality of images being produced and makes the purpose of these images harder to achieve. Thus, image quality control is crucial to ensure a safe and efficient diagnosis and treatment of diseases.
Standard methods consist of scan explorations of phantoms that contain different specific patterns 1, 2 . These methods rely on manual measurements with graphics tools in corresponding images (density, position, length…) or automatic measurements developed in softwares 3, 4 that use some masks to determine the region of interest (ROI) for quantization
In this article we concentrate on the physical aspect of CT image quality, and we describe a software that is capable of performing an automatic CT image quality control in order to make faster more precise, objective and complete, the process of CT image quality control.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The phantoms or Physical Tests-Objects (PTO)
Physical Test-Objects are used for the purposes of calibration and evaluation of the performance of CT scanners. The software we have developed performs an automated analysis of images of three phantoms, LAP 5 , GEMS 6 and CATPHAN600 6 used for the quality control of the CT scanner. These objects contain specific metallic or plastic patterns included in a soft tissue equivalent envelop, in order to obtain images that offer the possibility of controlling different parameters.
The LAP 5 phantom allow to compare the reference point of the laser skin marking system with the reference of the CT scanner when it is used for radiation therapy applications. It contains a 3cm thick plaque of acrylic, with several slots on each of its sides: 1 longitudinal transverse slot, 1 anterior slot and 2 lateral frontal slots (Cf. figure 7 ). Frontal and lateral Laser misalignments are then calculated based on the positions of these slots in the corresponding images. Each slot is 3 mm wide. The slice thickness for the CT examination of the phantom is 1mm or less and the slice distance is 1 mm. Theses distances are chosen to facilitate the analyse. In theory, we obtain two types of images as we can see in figure 1 , one with slots and the other one without slot because the slice is in the transverse slot. By observing the number of images of each type we can calculate the misalignment in Z direction, i.e. in feet to head direction. The phantom GEMS 6 is used to make a daily control of the CT scanner image quality. It has three main sections as shown in figure 2. The first is composed from a 2cm thick plaque of acrylic fixed inside of a water cylinder of 15cm diameter. This plaque contains different slots organized in 6 pattern groups, characterized by the wide of slots and gaps in between. The second section is composed from a polyester thin (1mm) plate with 5 circular holes with different diameters, while the third part is a uniform zone filled with water. Figure 2 . Three images issued from GEMS phantom, the first (left) to control slice thickness, alignment, spatial resolution; the second (center) to control the contrast and the third (right) to control geometric distortions, noise and uniformity.
The phantom CATPHAN600 7 is designed to allow the assessment of different image quality parameters in a more detailed and precise way than the GEMS phantom for example. The phantom is used during the acceptance of the CT and the monthly controls. It is composed from five sections ( Figure 3 ): • CTP404 is composed from three parts. The internal part, designed to test the practical volume artefact phenomena with five acrylic spheres of different diameters. The second part of the CTP404 section used to estimate the slice thickness and misalignment errors, contains two pairs of 23° wire ramps, and four high contrast holes of 3mm diameter positioned 50mm apart the center which are used to check the spatial linearity and the pixel size. The external part contains seven high contrast sensitometric targets. This section is also used to control geometric distortions.
• The section CTP591 is also used to control the slice thickness. It contains 3 pairs of opposed beads ramps, two with 27° angle and 0.28mm diameter beads spaced 1mm in the z direction (feet to head) and one with 7° and 0.18mm diameter beads spaced 0.25mm in the z axis. The width is 40mm in the z axis direction for the 27° ramps and 6mm for the 7° ramp.
• The CTP528 section is used to build the practical Modulation Transfer Function (denoted pMTF). It contains 21 aluminium patterns of 2mm thickness and casted into epoxy. It reproduces 21 spatial frequencies between 1 line pair/cm to 21 line pair/cm. • The CTP515 section used to evaluate the low contrast resolution. It contains supra-slice and sub-slice contrast targets with different diameters and length in the z direction.
• The last section is the CTP486. It is used to evaluate image noise and uniformity and it is cast from uniform material. 
Digital Tests-Object (DTO)
In order to facilitate the quality control development process of our different algorithms and to test their limits, digital phantoms were being generated. These phantoms must be as much realistic as possible. Images from these phantoms as well as the factors that affect the quality control algorithms, such as phantom misalignment pixel size, slice thickness, noise and blur are being simulated. These images are constructed in pixels. By varying each of the factors mentioned above, the robustness of the algorithms and the effect of each factor can be evaluated.
Three types of DTO have being generated, which correspond to the physical phantoms used.
LAP
The first DTO is dedicated to simulate the LAP phantom (figure 4). Dimensions of the DTO (phantom and slot sizes) and the acquisition mode (slice thickness, number of images, image size and ScanFOV) are defined by the end user. The main goal of this DTO is to assess the accuracy of the algorithms used to calculate laser positioning; laser misalignment is also being simulated: The user can characterized the desired misalignment with respect to the x, y and z axis. 
GEMS
The second DTO is dedicated to simulate the GEMS phantom ( Figure 5 ). The noise and blur are being introduced with this type of DTO. These images are 512² pixels size. The white circular border is centred at the image's center; it is 12 pixels wide with a radius of 223 pixels. Pixels inside this area have a value of 120.
The first image is composed from a rectangular area of 260x280 pixels with a grey value of 120. On the left and the right of this area there are three horizontal dark lines with 2 pixels height, separated by two pixels each one from the other. The line in the middle is 15 pixels long and the others are 10 pixels long. The six groups of patterns are each made from five inclined dark lines separated by four bright lines. These lines are respectively from top to bottom, 5 pixels, 4,3,2,1 and 1 pixel wide.
The second image is composed from a rectangular area of 235x78 pixels size; pixels inside this area have a value of 8. Five circular shapes are lying inside this area with diameters equal to 20, 16, 12, 8 and 6 pixels with a pixels value equal to zero.
The third image is a uniform image repeats the characteristics of the previous image but with a uniform background zero grey value that simulates water.
Knowing the characteristics of each digital phantom, and the exact amount of noise and blur that will be introduced, we apply our algorithms to retrieve the computed parameters. The entered parameters are then compared with the estimated ones in order to assess the accuracy of the algorithms
Noise is simulated with a function that generates a white Gaussian distributionas described in Eq. (1). The standard deviation of the probability distribution function is given by the user. As described in [8] , the procedure of generating white noise follows these steps; for each pixel in the image: add 12 random numbers, subtract 6 to make the mean equal to 0 and finally multiply by the standard deviation. The number generated is then added to the pixel value.
where I Noise (i) is the noised intensity grey value and I Init (i) is the initial grey value. SD is the desired standard deviation and RND is a random number (of constant distribution) between 0 and 1.
The blur is simulated by convolving the DTO with a two-dimensional Gaussian function, a Point Spread Function (denoted PSF). The Full Width at Half Maximum (denoted FWHM) of the PSF is given in pixels by the user. The twodimensional function is written according to the formula:
where i and j are the pixel position and N x N is the size of the PSF in number of pixel (N = 4 . FWHM + 1). The comparison of the Fourier transform of the PSF with the pMTF allows for assessing the accuracy of the algorithms.
CATPHAN
Images representing the sections of the CATPHAN600 phantom are also being simulated but algorithms used to control the correspondent parameters are not yet being implemented within this DTO.
Measurements of test parameters
Laser positioning test (LAP)
The set of LAP images forms a 3D model of the phantom (figure7). The position of each slot in the 3D model is an indication of the phantom alignment. To calculate these positions, the 3D model is projected with respect to the directions (+x, -x and y). Each of the three resultant projections is a 2D matrix with a cross representing the slot's position. The 1D projection of each 2D matrix in the vertical and horizontal directions has a shape represented in figure 7 and their centers indicate the position of the correspondent slot. Thereby, calculating the positions of these centers, i.e. center of the full width at half maximum of the 1D profile, allows finding the phantom misalignment. 
Image quality control
Image analysis and quantization are done by calculating the mean (M) and the standard deviation (SD) of the CT values within different region of interest (denoted ROI), or by calculating distances in pixels between two points. Shapes of the ROI differ with respect to phantom's characteristics. Their initial reference positions and sizes can be adjusted by the user. These ROIs form masks within each image and measurements are acquired with respect to each test. Before any measurements are done, image registration is used to detect the phantom's position. This avoids erroneous measurements in case of phantom misalignment. The phantom's correct position is found by automatically detecting distinctive features within each image, these features should be distinct and efficiently detectable. The first step of image registration consists of detecting phantoms translation with respect to x and y axes. In many situations, this is done by detecting the circular border of the phantom. If this border is not visible, other features with specific homogenous repartition inside the image are detected. Borders or features are detected by projecting all images or a ROI inside the image with respect to vertical and horizontal directions. The centers of the projections are treated with specific thresholds which allows to find translations with respect to the horizontal (left/right) and vertical direction (up/down) simultaneously. The second step of the registration process of the mask consists of detecting a specific object with a known location in the image. Knowing the angle formed between the center of the phantom and the center of this object, rotation misalignment of the phantom with respect to z axis is then calculated. Figure 8 shows the first type of images issued from GEMS phantom as well as the one-dimensional vertical projection after a threshold equal to 100 times the maximum intensity pixel in the image. The position and the width of the rectangular shape inside this projection allow to find the real center of the phantom and the size of the rectangular plate inside it. The same calculation is done in the other direction. Our method consists of measuring the FWHM of the group of the lines. To find the FWHM, a binary image is being produced using a threshold which is called half maximum CT number, the resulting image is then projected in horizontal axis; the FWHM is equal to the width of the non-null values in the projection. The threshold used is equal to:
GEMS phantom tests
where M bg is the mean CT value of the background, measured in the area adjacent to the group of lines, and max min I is the minimum or maximum (this depends on the contrast, background intensity/pattern) CT number inside the rectangular area surrounding the group of lines. P is a percentage value, equals to 50% in the case of FWHM, which is the full width at 50%. The slice thickness is finally determined by multiplying the FWHM with the tangent of the angle formed by this ramp of holes (27° for the GEMS phantom) and by adding a increment equal to the half distance between 2 holes. This measurement is done with the two ramps and the final result is the mean of the two values. We apply the same method to calculate the full sensitivity slice profile by using successive values of P in Eq. (3).
The misalignment of the CT's positioning light is calculated by finding the position of the longest line with respect to the group. This position corresponds to the maximum value in the one-dimensional projection.
High contrast scale test
The second parameter to control in this image is the high contrast scale, HCS, i.e. the difference between the mean value of the CT signal in a 10x10mm² ROI located in the acrylic plate and the mean value of the CT signal in an identical ROI located in the background (water).
Spatial resolution: Practical MTF computation
The spatial resolution is calculated from the measurements acquired from the six groups of cyclic bar patterns. These patterns are automatically extracted from the image according to the following algorithm:
• Apply a one-dimensional median filter, this filter has a slope of 45 degrees and its size is 5 pixels.
• Perform an image segmentation with a threshold equal to 75
• Count the number of regions inside the interesting part of the image.
• While the number of regions is bigger than 6
• Dilate all the regions previously found with a 2D structuring element of 3x3 pixels size • Apply an erosion the final regions using the same structuring element • Find the gravity centers and the sizes of the 6 regions After finding the positions and sizes of each group, new ROIs are constructed at the same position but with a size that is equal to 80% of the calculated sizes.
A practical modulation transfer function (pMTF) is then calculated with the formalism proposed by Droege 9 where the pMTF is given from measurements of the standard deviation of the pixel values of each group of patterns: 
4.
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Low contrast scale test
Low contrast scale (LCS) is tested with the second image. After finding the center of the phantom, its rotation angle is calculated by detecting the position of the two holders of the polystyrene plate in an 625x72mm² area (figure 11-b). Four rectangular ROI are used to calculate the low contrast scale (LCS), i.e. difference between the mean value of the intensity pixel mean value in the two ROI located in the polystyrene plate (M bg1 , M bg2 ) and the mean value of intensity pixel mean value of the two ROI located in the water (M W1 , M W2 ).
Low contrast detectability test
The number of visible circular ROI is also calculated. ROI is considered visible when: 
ROIp(i)
ROIbg(i) pattern(i) Zero frequency
Rotation angle
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Geometric distortion, noise and uniformity tests
The center of the last GEM phantom image is calculated by the projection method where the circular external acrylic envelop of the phantom is detected. These parameters are also used to evaluate the geometric distortions by a comparison between the dimension in pixel and the real size of the phantom. Then five ROIs are built, one located in the center of the image and the other four distributed in periphery. Noise is estimated by SD of the intensity pixel in the central ROI and the uniformity by a comparison between all fives ROIs.
CATPHAN600 phantom
Sensitometry, practical volume artefact, Slice thickness and pixel size tests (section CTP404)
The registration of the measuring mask of ROI on the image is done after localisation by the software of four holes showed in the figure 12. Positions and size of the four squares where the algorithm search the presence of each hole are given by the user. Pixel size can be calculated by a comparison of the number of pixels between the 2 opposite hole centers and the real distance 50mm. By detection of the border of the phantom and comparison of its size with the real dimension, the system evaluates also the geometric distortions.
Slice width and misalignment errors are measured using the four wire ramps. This method is already described in (2.3.2.1.1). The increment value used here is zero because ramps are continuous wires and the angle is 23°.
The scanner ability to image volume averaged spheres is calculated using Eq (5) which defines the visibility of a circular ROI positioned on one of the five inner acrylic spheres. The background is a circular ROI located in a uniform zone at the same periphery of the acrylic spheres with a radius equal to the radius of the biggest sphere.
The last test consists of evaluating the stability of the CT numbers and in consequence the stability of the electronic density (ED) conversion. The super user of the system establishes the reference correlation between the electronic density relative to the water and the CT Number of each material ( Table 1) . The algorithm fits these data with two linear curves. Then the quality control consists to estimate the deviation in comparison with this model. CT number E.D
Slice thickness: section CTP591
Before applying the measuring mask of ROI, the system detects the position of the 6 ramps by projection method after to apply a grey level threshold equal to 50 on the image. The same registration method is also used for the CTP515 and CTP528 sections.
The method used to calculate slice thickness was previously presented in 2.3.2.1.1 for the GEMS phantom. Differences are the increments which are 0.5mm and 0.125mm respectively for the thick and thin ramp, and angles which are respectively 27° and 7° for the thick and thin ramp. The wide of the thin ramp in the z direction (6mm) is taken into account by the system which tests automatically if a part the CT slice can be outside of this ramp. In this case, the system gives the measurement using the thick ramps. 
Spatial resolution: Practical MTF computation (section CTP528)
The method used to calculate the center of the phantom in the section CTP591 is also used here. The rotation angle of the phantom is retrieved by calculating the position of the biggest pattern group in the image. To do so, a ring shaped image is constructed as shown in figure 14 using two circles centered at the phantom's centers; an outer circle (radius= D + 3mm) and an inner circle (radius = D -3mm), where D is the distance between the phantom's center and the patterns. A rectangular ROI with the same size and distance of the biggest patterns is then constructed and scanned over the resulting image. The scanned positions cover an arc of 20° (from 15° to 35° with a step of 0.5°). The mean CT value inside the ROI is calculated for each angle, and the angle with the biggest mean value represents the angle of the studied pattern. Knowing the real and the calculated angle of this pattern, the rotation angle of the phantom can be retrieved. Eq. (4) is used to calculate the pMTF. For each group of patterns M ROIp(i) and SD ROIp(i) are calculated within ROIs located in a region at the same range of the corresponding patterns with a 12mm bigger distance, while a ROI of Aluminium is simulated by duplicating the Aluminium area of the biggest pattern group as shown in figure 14, this ROI is used to calculate M ROIbg(i) and SD ROIbg(i) .
Low contrast delectability test (section CTP515)
The center of the phantom is calculated using the same method already applied for the section CTP591. The rotation angle is retrieved by calculating the position of a specific target within the Supra-slices. The target chosen is the biggest one with the highest contrast. Its position is calculated by correlating a 30mm 2 ROI that contains a circle of 14mm diameter. Pixels inside the circle have a value of 50, and the others 45. Low contrast resolution is calculated by counting the number of visible ROI within each of the six groups (3 groups of sub-slices and 3 supra-slices). The visibility procedure is the same as in the CTP404 section. To measure the CT value in the background of the supra-slice, 3 circular ROI are used. These ROIs are adjacent to the measured targets and have the size of the second biggest supra-slice as shown in figure 15., the CT mean values are calculated in each ROI, the result is the mean of the three values. The same procedure is applied to the sub-slice targets. 
Noise and uniformity tests
Finally, noise and uniformity are calculated within the CTP486 section in the same manner for the GEMS phantom.
RESULTS
Images for the quality control have been acquired using a "GE Medical System CT scanner (Light speed RT)". In order to accomplish the test automatically and to simplify the control process, an acquisition protocol had to be defined in advance by the super user of the software in an interface as shown in figure 16 . This protocol gives the software the position of each image inside the whole set of images which allows to loop automatically and to acquire right measurements associated with right control parameters. Therefore, 4 steps are needed to establish a control; (1) choose the installation, (2) choose the exam, (3) filter the images and (4) execute the control process. Results are then displayed in a list containing control parameters and their corresponding tolerance values. Another option allows a "Step by Step" control; it consists of detailing the control process and allows visualizing all the ROIs and the calculation details related to all parameters within each image. An Intel double processor of 3.6GHZ Pc is used. The control time takes approximately 30 seconds for the CATPHAN600, 20 seconds for the GEMS and 1second for the LAP phantom. The image quality (spatial resolution contrast, noise and uniformity) for the CATPHAN600 and GEMS phantoms is controlled using two modes, bone and standard. In addition to this, the CATPHAN600 control contains one image for the geometric distortion, pixel length, laser alignment, electronic density, 11 images to test 11 different slice thicknesses while the GEMS phantom control contains 7 images for the slice thickness and laser alignment controls. The LAP phantom control is done using 11 images. Figure 17 shows the automatic and the "Step by
LAP
Step" results of the LAP phantom control process. Figure 18 shows the GEMS phantom control process (automatic and "
GEMS
Step by Step). 3.3 CATPHAN600 Figure 19 shows the CATPHAN600 phantom control process ("Step by Step" and automatic). 
DISCUSSION
DTOs simulating real phantoms are being generated in order to control our algorithms.
A large panel of LAP Digital Test-Objects with different shifts allows to confirm that our algorithm gives the misalignment of the CT's light positioning with a precision of half pixel size for left/right and anterior/posterior directions and half slice thickness for the Z direction.
A large panel of blur and noise function were applied on the perfect GEMS DTO. After generation of distorted DTOs, the software measured the pMTF and noise level with our alogorithm. In all situations it recovered the entry value of the noise. For the pMTF, see Eq. (4), the software in the DTO mode compares the Fourier transformation of the PSF used to disturb the perfect DTO with the pMTF. The pMTF using Droege method and the Fourier transform of the PSF where three PSF with different FWHM are shown in figure 20 . From left to right, FWHM= 3pixels, 5 pixels and 7 pixels. The corresponding frequencies in line pair per pixel at 50% and 5% of MTF are respectively: (0.2 and 0.15), (0.12 and 0.09) and (0.09 and 0.06) the first value corresponding to the pMTF and second one to the Fourier transform of the PSF. The obtained pMTF equals to the theoretical MTF by a multiplying factor constant, and this might be due to the Droege formulae (going from 2D to 1D normal Gaussian).
. 
CONCLUSION
Software capable of performing an automatic CT image quality control has been described in which new algorithms for detecting the position of the phantom have been used. These algorithms allow detecting the translation and rotation of the phantom with respect to the center of the image; translation and rotation are then applied to all the ROIs in the image before acquiring any measurements. The information a priori of object's geometry along with translation and rotation that were calculated are used to determine the desired positions of the ROIs in each image.
Furthermore, a technique of generating digital test objects has been described. The DTOs is a digital representation of the phantom, and it is designed to have almost the exact geometry of the physical phantom. DTOs are used in order to facilitate the implementation of the algorithms and the possibility of introducing noise and blur allows testing the accuracy and the limits of these algorithms.
Images issued from CT scanners have been controlled with these algorithms, almost all control parameters have been calculated, slice thickness, spatial resolution, contrast, noise, uniformity. Results are more accurate, user independent, quantitative and time saving comparing to conformal manual CT image quality control.
